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Abstract

The study of environmental politics and policy on the U.S.-Mexican border is barely more than 30
years old. This interdisciplinary field has grown substantially since the 1970s, however, and now gen-
erates a substantial literature addressing a range of environmental media, politics, and policy problems
within and across the international boundary. While most of this effort is descriptive and normative,
focused on understanding institutional arrangements and practices, new areas of emphasis and new the-
oretical approaches have emerged in the 1990s that are attracting greater scholarly attention. This essay
describes the development of the field from the 1970s to the present, pointing to particular achievements
and trends that will doubtlessly shape future research in the area.
© 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Scholarly concern with environmental politics, policy, and management on the U.S.-Mexican
border is little more than three decades old. The field is thus relatively young in borderlands
studies, rivaling gender studies, indigenous studies, and other emerging or recently established
areas of inquiry in the literature on border affairs. The formal study of environmental politics is
an inherently interdisciplinary undertaking that has attracted the attention of political scientists,
lawyers, economists, sociologists, urban planners, anthropologists, and geographers, as well
as practitioners of the physical and natural sciences. These diverse perspectives have enriched
our knowledge even as they have made more difficult agreement on a unifying paradigm or
dominant analytical perspective. Much of the emphasis in the past three decades has been
to adequately describe, and raise scholarly and public awareness of, the vast range of envi-
ronmental issues affecting the border region, and to seek solutions to them. While strongly
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driven by normative concerns, an accumulation of knowledge is apparent, as well as a growing
sophistication in the way issues and topics are framed and analyzed. We are far more aware
of the institutional and political dynamics contributing to environmental degradation, and far
more aware of the strength and character of the social, economic, and political forces that stand
in the way of viable solutions within the context of sustainable development.

The aim of this essay is to describe the evolution of U.S.-Mexico border environmental
inquiry, to trace its development, identify those areas where literatures have accrued and where
they have not, point to areas of common agreement as well as areas of scholarly contention,
and spot emerging issues and analytical trends that are drawing or likely to draw greater
attention in the near future. Efforts to recapitulate, interpret, and draw together the strands of
an essentially interdisciplinary field are exceedingly difficult, and it is not possible in a brief
essay to summarize all of the various contributions worthy of note. Hopefully, however, a
literature review, however sketchy, will be helpful to researchers who may not be familiar with
the origins and evolution of this growing field.

2. Development of environmental policy and politics scholarship on the border

2.1. 1971–1980

It is hardly an accident that the earliest scholarship on environmental politics and policy in
the border region was generated in the mid-1970s, a moment of deep global concern with the
quality of the human environment. The U.S.-Mexico border, long an area of national environ-
mental neglect on both sides, quickly became a focal point of concern, and scholars interested in
the border began writing about the subject. The passage of new environmental legislation in the
United States and Mexico in 1969 and 1971, respectively, and the United Nations’ Stockholm
conference on the human environment in 1972 were critical markers of the dawn of the environ-
mental era and the emergence of a new public awareness of the importance of environmental
protection for the maintenance of human health and the protection of planetary species. On
the U.S.-Mexico border, a process of rapid industrialization and social transformation was set
in motion in the mid-1960s with binational adoption of themaquiladoraprogram in 1965 and
other national and cooperative efforts to promote economic development in the border zone.

That a literature expressly addressing these new concerns for the border community began
to flower in 1973–1974, in the wake of these national concerns, is not surprising. With the
exception of the area of water resources, which owing to its vital role in the development of the
arid border region had already generated a substantial scholarly literature in law, economy, and
government, literature on the environment was genuinely new, emerging from various symposia
and conferences convened at border universities. It is worth noting that the environmental
agencies of the two governments had not yet developed an institutional concern with the border
per se, and were just beginning to build administrative capacity to manage environmental issues.

Early studies were largely descriptive and normative works that aimed at describing a certain
set of environmental problems in the border area and, in some instances, prescribing policy so-
lutions. With the exception of isolated journal articles, they were published by border university
presses. A good example is the compilation of essays on air pollution in the border region by
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political scientistC. Richard Bath published by Texas Western Press (1974). This study, which
marked the first comprehensive effort to understand the political influences on air pollution pol-
icy in the border at the national and binational levels, also drew together a dozen or more essays
from engineers, agronomists, range scientists, and urban planners interested in the topic. The
study was motivated, in part, by a binational air quality monitoring study begun in 1972 under
the auspices of local health authorities in El Paso, Cd. Juarez, and the Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO). Another such example is Albert E. Utton’s compilationPollution and
International Boundaries, which focused on the U.S. Mexico border and was published by the
University of New Mexico (UNM) Press in 1973. These works, written for a conference at the
University of New Mexico’s law school, described the legal milieu affecting water pollution, air
quality, and industrialization along the border. Other studies soon followed in conferences or-
ganized by the new Association for Borderlands Studies. The first published paper dealing with
the border environment by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) appeared in 1978
in a volume entitledView Across the Borderedited by historian Stanley R. Ross and published
by the UNM Press. That paper, byArthur Busch (1978), portrayed a fairly healthy border envi-
ronment with little of the urgency and serious preoccupation more typical of later scholarship.
A bleaker, more critical view appeared in a profile of border environmental problems written by
University of Texas, El Paso engineer Howard Applegate, published in 1979 (Applegate, 1979).

Environmental media, of course, span the gamut from air and water quality to solid waste,
toxic substances, and biodiversity with numerous issues interior to each. In this early period of
attention to environmental policy and politics in the border area, the issue receiving greatest
attention was water. Water today still receives the greatest scholarly attention. At the concep-
tual level the linkage between water for development and water pollution was drawn early
on, as was an awareness of the competing pressure on the borderland’s water resources from
urban, industrial, and agricultural users. The importance of water supply for public health was
a known factor contributing to interest in the nexus between water supply and water pollution.
The U.S.-Mexican crisis over the salinity of the Colorado River, resolved in 1973, drew further
attention to these issues. In 1975, the University of New Mexico’sNatural Resources Journal
(NRJ), edited by Al Utton, published another collection of articles devoted specifically to the
problem of salinity on the Colorado River, focusing on international legal questions, insti-
tutional constraints, and economic issues raised by the dispute. This collection, which drew
together a number of prominent lawyers, political scientists, and agricultural economists from
both sides of the border was among the first volumes where contributors attempted to frame the
issues using theoretical approaches faithful to the distinct disciplines represented (Dworsky,
1975; Furnish & Ladman, 1975; Kneese, 1975; Mann, 1975; Sepulveda, 1983). The NRJ
followed in 1978 with a two-part symposium of 22 articles dealing with various facets of
environmental concern ranging from demographic and growth impacts on border populations
to groundwater management and energy development in the Rio Grande and Colorado River
basins. Much of this work explicitly aimed at cataloguing and describing the institutions at
work in managing binational environmental resources (Applegate & Bath, 1978; Bath, 1978;
Bradley & DeCook, 1978; Day, 1978; Hayton, 1978; Miramontes, 1978).

During this early period themes and questions raised tended to reflect the disciplinary in-
terests of the authors. Political scientists like Bath and Dean Mann, for instance, drew on the
theory of federalism and issue-area driven policy analysis to analyze the political basis of
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environmental problems on the border. Economists like Alan Kneese and Jerry Ladman, and
political scientistDavid LeMarquand, drew on public goods and common property theory to
analyze salinity and water pollution problems on the border. Lawyers like Utton drew on do-
mestic and international prescriptive law to identify potential avenues of binational cooperation
in managing shared environmental problems. In general, however, in this phase, there was less
theory than simply an eagerness to describe environmental and ecological issues deserving
attention in the border area. This early phase of scholarship had few comparative reference
points within the border region itself, and analytical perspectives tended to be drawn from
U.S., rather than Mexican, national experience. Scholars like Bath and Utton, however, were
familiar with Mexican government and politics relevant to these issues.

2.2. 1981–1992

The period after 1980 through the early 1990s marked a transition period in scholarship on
the environmental politics of the border. By the early 1980s the U.S. and Mexico had begun
to allocate a greater priority to environmental management on the border. Achievement of the
landmark 1983 Border Environment Cooperation Agreement, known as theLa Paz Agree-
ment, attracted further scholarly attention. The field became more institutionalized, drawing
on scholars from a variety of backgrounds. There was also a trend towards more focused,
in-depth studies and better conceptualization and utilization of a wider range of disciplinary
models and theories in thinking about environmental politics and policy processes. There was
greater awareness of the multiple social and institutional actors shaping border environmental
politics. As in the earlier period, water resources management dominated scholarly attention.
And scholarship began to respond more keenly to public activism in environmental affairs at
the border and the greater articulation of public demands for environmental improvement.

Theories of international relations, public policy, and economics began to be introduced
into some studies.Mumme (1985), for instance, drew on the preceding work of Dean Mann
in extending issue-area analysis to an understanding of outcomes in binational water disputes.
He argued that decentralized policy dynamics typified this issue-area and could help explain
the intractability of international groundwater disputes (1988) and institutional practices at the
International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) (Mumme, 1984; Mumme & Moore,
1990). Helen Ingram and Suzanne Fiederlein extended this perspective to a discussion of
state level influences on environmental policy-making generally in the border area (Ingram &
Fiederlein, 1988). A Mexican specialist in urban ecology, Roberto Sanchez, published a broad
analysis of binational environmental diplomacy, framing the problem of binational cooperation
for environmental management explicitly within the rubric of international development and
dependency theory (Sanchez, 1990a). Sanchez studied negotiations on environmental annexes
to theLa Paz Agreementand reviewed a case study of the Tijuana sewage dispute and binational
dispute over smelter pollution in the 1970s and 1980s, concluding that many institutional
problems observed in the management of water resources, air sheds, and toxic wastes, and
much of the painfully slow progress in binational cooperation had their origins in Mexico’s
structural dependence on the U.S. While Sanchez might have been guilty of over-generalizing
his analysis prompted other studies that explicitly incorporated this dependency perspective,
or critiqued it (Mumme, 1988); his work was extremely influential.
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In addition to a growing number of focused and theoretically informed studies of issue-areas
and institutions, the linkages between economic development, industrialization, and border
ecology continued to be explored. In 1982, theNRJhelped push the agenda of environmental
policy studies forward by publishing another symposium entitledAnticipating Transbound-
ary Resources Needs and Issues in the U.S.-Mexican Border Region to the Year 2000. This
volume, published later as book (Sepulveda & Utton, 1984), drew nearly two dozen scholars
together in examining a new developments in demography, industrialization, water quality,
groundwater, air quality, and binational planning. While legal studies predominated, much of
this work demonstrated greater sensitivity to the dynamics of local government, municipal
planning, and inter-sectoral arrangements influencing binational environmental policy. Other
scholars moved to examine the specific impact of themaquiladoraindustry on the border en-
vironment, examining issues such as worker health (Sanchez, 1990b) and the management of
toxic wastes (Sanchez, 1990c; Trevino & Fernandez, 1992). These studies, compared with an
earlier generation of broad scale generalization, more frequently drew of site-specific surveys
and interviews, or detailed case studies of specific issues.

2.3. 1993–2003

The past decade has undoubtably been the most fertile period of scholarship on the politics
and policy of the border environment. Much of the impetus for this is directly attributable to the
regional, national, and international mobilization around environmental concerns associated
with the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), though the deepening and cumu-
lative effect of preceding scholarship cannot be discounted. Since the early 1990s a greater
number of scholars have been engaged in research on the border environment, attracted by
the stronger institutionalization of binational cooperation on environmental issues, renewed
and broadened emphasis on the linkages between trade and environment, and greater social
mobilization on environmental issues within the border region. Scholars are pursuing a greater
number of discrete issues and continue to develop theoretically informed and empirically rich
investigations of particular problems. Scholarship has broadened to incorporate a concern with
social movements and processes, community level activism, gender relations, environmental
justice, and innovative institutional solutions to extant problems. A new advocacy journalism
has emerged, as have efforts to theorize and understand policy relations and outcomes from
the perspective of the complexity of the border as a unique and situated locale and as a site and
repository of place-based society and meaning.

NAFTAs advent was certainly a major driving force in moving scholarship on the border
environment forward, and it’s impact on the environmental movement deserves greater atten-
tion than it has thus far received. As early as 1991–1992 scholarly interest in the border surged
in response to growing debate on the environmental impact of trade and its implications for the
border region. A new generation of advocacy journalists backed by leading foundations, best
represented by the Inter-hemispheric Resources Center (IRHC) at Silver City, New Mexico,
dedicated resources to fostering popular empowerment and public awareness of environmental
and health concerns on the border. These efforts complemented and reinforced the proliferation
of environment and health care advocates in non-governmental groups in the border region, and
helped legitimize and institutionalize environmental advocacy throughout the border region.
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By 1992, the NAFTA debate at the governmental level had generated a new Integrated Border
Environmental Plan (IBEP 1992–1994) under theLa Paz Agreementthat in 1995 became the
five-year Border XXI Program. Side agreements to NAFTA establishing the Border Environ-
ment Cooperation Commission, the North American Development Bank, and the Commission
for Environmental Cooperation greatly amplified the agenda of institutional and policy studies
for border environment scholars.

The introduction of advocacy groups and networks had a profound impact on the develop-
ment of the contemporary environmental policy milieu. A new monthly newsletter-magazine
introduced by the IHRC,Borderlines, published in English and Spanish, furnished a needed
forum and link between groups, scholars, and policy officials. Two books authored by IRHC
(Barry & Sims, 1994; Barry, Browne, & Sims, 1994) provided a readable, popularly accessi-
ble panorama of the range of environmental and social issues in the border community. The
emerging work of the Texas Center for Policy Studies (TCPS) generated a steady set of reports
and policy documents aimed at altering unsustainable institutional practices and generating
political support for needed improvements in the border environment (Kelly, 1991). Activists
interested in the NAFTA debates over labor and the environment generated new studies of the
maquiladora sector, new questions about environmental degradation at the U.S.-Mexico border
(Perry et al., 1990; Montalvo, 1992). The prospect of new border environmental institutions
in the context of NAFTA focused attention on particular border communities. Activists and
scholars alike began exploring the linkages between economic development, community ca-
pabilities, and inter-governmental relationships in a binational setting. Helen Ingram, Nancy
Laney, and David Gillilan’sDivided Waters, an in-depth study of binational cooperation on wa-
ter resources management at Ambos Nogales (Ingram, Laney, & Gillilan, 1995) supported by
the University of Arizona’s new Udall Center for the Study of Public Policy, set a new standard
for cross-disciplinary inter-sectoral binational analysis of situated environmental challenges
in the border area, drawing needed attention to shortfalls of federally dominated solutions to
the border’s pressing water supply and public health needs.

The new NAFTA-generated border institutions themselves attracted considerable interest as
scholars sought to anticipate and assess their effects on the border environment. By 1997 new
works analyzing the BECC appeared in outlets like theJournal of Borderlands Studies(Varady,
Colnic, Merideth, & Sprouse, 1996) as well as publications generated by TCPS and National
Wildlife Federation (Kelly & Reed, 2001; Spalding & Audley, 1997). These more descriptive
and normative works would be followed shortly by more analytical and comparative efforts to
understand their operational scope and policy dynamics (Carter, 1999; Liverman et al., 1999;
Milich & Varady, 1999; Mumme & Moore, 1999; Mumme & Sprouse, 1999; Spalding, 2000a)
and their impact on public participation (de Mello Lemos & Luna, 1999; Pena & Cordova,
2001). Other studies of these new institutions focused on the impact of the trinational North
American Commission for Environmental Cooperation (CEC) on border environmental man-
agement (Kiy & Wirth, 1998; Jones et al., 1997; Mumme & Duncan, 1998; Spalding, 2000b;
Wirth, 2000).

Another new development was the emergence of new studies on social movements and
public advocacy in the border area. While older studies had detailed the range of govern-
mental and non-governmental public interest groups associated with various environmental
policy areas, various new studies drew on social movement theory and focused on emerging
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and non-traditional groups and organizations at least partly neglected by an earlier generation
of scholars. In 1997, urbanologist Carol Zabin (Zabin, 1997) published a study of Mexican
non-governmental organizations in the western reach of the northern border analyzing the ori-
entation, resources, and activities of 26 NGOs, of which 12 were environmental organizations
of one kind or another. In short order a number of other studies appeared that described the
orientation and networking of Mexican environmental groups in greater detail (Alfie Cohen,
2002; Lara, 2000; Michelli, 2002) or analyzed the role of social movements in particular en-
vironmental conflicts (Rodriguez-Estevez & Cevera Gomez, 1999; Trujeque, 1999). These
studies provided foundation for the recently publishedCrossborder Activism and its Limitsby
Hoogenboom, Alfie Cohen, and Antal (2003).

Policy studies of the border environment were given a strong boost when the EPA funded
the Southwest Center for Environmental Research and Policy (SCERP) in 1990. The SCERP
is a consortium of research universities in the U.S. and Mexico dedicated to the study of envi-
ronmental problems. After a delayed start, SCERP began to influence the creation of a border
environmental agenda by holding annual conferences and publishing monographs. Focusing
both descriptively and analytically on the problems of demographic growth, urbanization, wa-
ter resources, and environmental indicators, these papers and monographs are useful resources
for border environmental policy scholars, as is SCERP’s innovative on-line data base,Border
EcoWeb. Other collaborative efforts, such as Lawrence Herzog’sShared Space: Rethinking the
U.S.-Mexico Border Environment(2000), were sponsored by border universities and leading
foundations, generating timely review of binational institutions (Spalding, 2000b) as well as
explorations of governmental, private sector, and non-governmental roles in environmental
health (Corliss, 2000; Pezzoli, 2000), traditional and eco-tourism (Herzog, 2000), land-use
(Ojeda Revah, 2000), municipal water management (Pineda, 2002), watershed management
and responses to drought (Michel, 2000a; Brown & Mumme, 2002), environmental education
(Hill, 2000), and policy decentralization, local capacity building, and subnational administra-
tion in the border environment arena (Cortez-Lara, Quezada, & Whiteford, 1999; Fredericksen
& Weaver, 1999; Lybecker & Mumme, 2002; Mumme, 2000a).

This brief overview cannot possibly capture all the useful contributions to the burgeoning
literature on the politics and policy of the border environment. What is certain is that environ-
mental research has now acquired a momentum and level of institutional support that insures its
perpetuation and viability as an interdisciplinary field of scholarly investigation. The field has
generated a greater awareness of the societal and governmental complexity of environmental
protection in the border area, the importance and progress of sustainable development, and a
better understanding of the institutions, practices, and resources deployed in both countries in
response to environmental demands by the border public. In sum, the past three decades has
witnessed the emergence and consolidation of this field of study. What follows is an attempt
to assess the state of affairs in border environment policy studies.

3. Trends in the study of environmental politics and policy on the U.S.-Mexico border

At the present time environmental research has produced a number of strong descriptions
and assessments of existing domestic and binational environmental institutions, especially on
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the U.S. side. These were needed badly, since any effort to improve environmental practices
and policy requires a sound knowledge of the law, structure, and the institutional practices of
governmental agencies. But at the present time many governmental environmental institutions
on the border are undergoing profound changes, on both sides. For example, The boards of
directors of the two most important international environmental institutions on the border, the
Border Environmental Cooperation Commission (BECC) and the North American Develop-
ment Bank, are scheduled to merge together. The International Boundary and Water Commis-
sion and it’s Mexican counterpart have been discussing ways to streamline their activities and
to incorporate more public input into their decision-making. Mexican national water agencies
have implemented programs designed to create viable water markets throughout the country.
Moreover, the recent drought crisis, especially on the Conchos River, has elevated tensions at
the highest levels between Mexico and the U.S., putting pressure on existing institutions to
find ways to absorb and manage environmental problems before they reach crisis proportions.
For the next few years there is a strong need for vigilant tracking of these and other agencies.

At a more theoretical level of analysis, scholars have recently incorporated insights from
issue-arena analysis (Ingram & Fiederlein, 1988; Mann, 1975; Mumme, 1985), which bases
explanations of political behavior on the content of policy issues. In the border environmental
world, important distinctions can be made between policies associated with economic develop-
ment (water supply and sanitation policies, for instance), and policies associated with enforce-
ment or compliance requirements, or regulatory policies important to environmental protection.
Other policy scholars have drawn on some of the more refined variants of policy systems theory
to describe the process of policy formulation and implementation of policies in the border area
(see, for example,Brown & Mumme, 2000; Villegas, 2002). Some have drawn on agenda-
building theory to understand the impact of social and political actors in the border region on
policy development for environmental protection (Lopez & Reich, 1997), while still others have
applied game-theoretic models to understand the process of binational cooperation (Fernandez,
2002; Frisvold & Caswell, 2000). What is clear is that no one model or theoretical expression
is robust enough to characterizing the binational policy process for environmental protection.
And most scholars remain acutely aware that policy models, even highly abstracted general
systems models, may not be applicable to both countries or their interactions in the same degree.

Older concerns with dependency theory have been partly displaced by more recent resort to
the theory of international regimes and regime formation. This literature, framed at a higher
level of analysis, is not incompatible with policy literatures deriving from theories of national
policy processes, and is particularly helpful to clarify the dynamics of a particular binational
policy field as it unfolds in the context of macro-economic and globalized policy initiatives like
trade integration. Such approaches are attracting the interests of younger scholars and are likely
to see greater use in the future (Spears, 2003). Most scholars employing these approaches come
to the area from political science, policy studies, economics, or political geography, reflecting
the multi-disciplinary character now a tradition in environmental research.

Another set of theoretical orientations derives more from sociology and anthropology and
has been used in trying to understand the process of empowerment, capacity building, and policy
change. Scholars such asCortez-Lara and Garcia-Acevedo (2000), Bennett (1995, 2002), Alfie
Cohen (2002), Verduzco (2001), andMichelli (2002) draw on aspects of social movement
theory to examine the associational foundations and strategic action of non-governmental
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environmental groups and civic organizations in advancing agendas for environmental policy
change and empowerment in the border region.

What is, perhaps, most striking about the use of social theory to explain border environmen-
tal regime is how removed the theory is from the border itself or from borders in general. It’s
not that border writers don’t theorize. Indeed a substantial body of theory exists (Anderson,
1997; House, 1982; Martinez, 1986; Morehouse, 1995; Prescott, 1987). But for some reason
borderpolitical theory is virtually nonexistent. Recent work may be a harbinger of change.
Joaquim Blatter, whose substantive interest is comparative environmental policy formation
and implementation, draws on experience in the European region and the U.S.-Mexico and
U.S.-Canada border region for insights as to how politics functions in border regions (Blatter,
1997; Blatter & Ingram, 2000). Blatter’s analytical framework explains transboundary cooper-
ation as a function of border region characteristics and external contextual functions that shape
advocacy coalitions within and across boundaries. His approach represents a useful distillation
and refinement of past insights of scholars of the U.S.-Mexican border and can be appropriated
for the analysis of policy dynamics in any number of issue-areas as well as the environment.
This represents a welcome addition, and hopefully will inspire more border-specific theorizing.

A new generation of political geographers is surfacing. Both SuzanneMichel (2000a, 2000b)
and Chris Brown (Brown & Mumme, 2000) employ a place-based and spatial notion of situated
decision-making and social action to account for policy alignments, choices, and outcomes in
border water policy. These approaches complement, but don’t displace, older theoretical models
and add to the theoretical pluralism of approaches.

The literature on border environmental politics and policy is clearly weighted in favor of
water. As it has in the past, much of the work on binational environmental cooperation over the
past decade has centered on the question of water provisions and entitlements, water quality, and
the role of water in sustainable development. A good deal of this literature is problem driven,
problem descriptive, and policy prescriptive, as befits a policy area riven with unresolved
disputes and conflicts. Even so, the persistence of intra-regional and binational water conflicts,
the development of new NAFTA-based institutions with water infrastructure mandates, and
the evolution of social concern with particular water problems has made this a fertile area of
interdisciplinary research.

At the substantive level, an established concern with sanitation and sewage management
has been given a new impetus since the creation of the BECC and NADBank and amplifi-
cation of theLa Paz Agreementagenda. Old treaty problems arising from the limits of the
binational agreements in force on the border have recently grown more pressing, drawing re-
newed attention to problems like drought and groundwater management (Morehouse, Carter,
& Sprouse, 2000; Mumme, 1999, 2000b). Changing patterns of water utilization and managing
binational rivers have drawn greater attention to water related ecological problems, such as
conservation of the Colorado River Delta and its valuable wetlands (Glennon & Culp, 2002;
Pitt et al., 2000; Spears, 2003; Ward, 2003). More attention is being paid to watershed man-
agement and complex patterns of governance of public participation in developing solutions
to water needs in particular basins (Brown & Mumme, 2000). Recent studies of water prob-
lems have also drawn on innovative approaches to understanding the prospects and mechan-
ics of binational cooperation, approaches informed by place-based analysis (Michel, 2000a,
2000b), and post-modern constructivist theory (Doughman, 2001; Garcia-Acevedo, 2001) that
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could profitably be applied to the analysis of binational cooperation in other environmental
arenas.

Water is likely to continue to dominate studies of environmental politics, given contemporary
research trends, recent history, and increased public concern. What this suggests, however, is
that other areas may remain understudied. The analysis of political and administrative aspects
of air quality, solid and hazardous wastes, land uses, and natural resources such as wildlife
conservation, fisheries, and other concerns is still episodic and underdeveloped. Other important
themes such as the study of environmental justice on the border (see, for instance,Neighbor,
1999) remain in their infancy. Sustainable development of the border environment is likely to
require serious work in these areas as well.

4. Conclusion

The preceding review is at best a partial recapitulation of developments, achievements, and
trends in the relatively youthful field of environmental policy and political analysis. What is
evident from this stock-taking is that however one may conceptualize or organize the literature
and its various elements, we have moved into a more institutionalized stage of scholarly re-
search in which there is now a history of scholarly inquiry and a theoretical basis on which to
build and craft new studies and research designs. Contributions flow steadily from both sides
of the border. The field continues to be dominated by case-study analyses based on descriptive
approaches and normative debate on particular policy preferences, needs, and options but is
gradually accumulating a substantial body of applied analytical work that draws on disciplinary
foundations. In the past decade, case studies have been stronger, and based more on field obser-
vation and detailed empirical work that can be replicated and substantiated. More comparison
is found in studies of particular aspects of border environmental politics and policy. Several
interesting new approaches are now available, and border-generated theories are beginning to
surface. These efforts clearly demonstrate the growing maturity of the field. In sum, there is
every reason to suppose the study of environmental politics and policy will continue to develop
and improve in this new century.
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